
As we head into the middle of February, the General Assembly has met 11 days
and will reconvene on February 11th for the 12th day. Got it!? They have passed a
resolution, which can be changed, to finish on April 2nd. We will see.

The introduction of bills has been at a typical hurried pace this past week but very
little that affects us as faculty.

Some bills of interest with a note on possible approval. HB53-allows for “freedom
of speech” in K-12 schools (our typical battle in higher ed seeping down to the
lower echelons of public education. Probably will not pass in current form).
HB67-provides for many changes to TRS.(one of those bills that is best left to
react to after subcommittee work. Will be changed a lot before passage, if in fact it
does pass). SR55- asks to pass ERA amendment from 1972. (I doubt it will pass).
SR52- seeks to change way reapportionment is done. ( I know it will not pass).
HB122- seeks to remove the language on “guns on campus. ( I think we all know
its chances!). 

SB26- seeks to allow a defined contribution member to get credit when moving to
TRS. (Yes sounds familiar. I will be talking with folks to get a read on this. It is
different from our attempts as it is not ERS and also among other language, it does
not mention those employees who would otherwise be barred {college faculty},
meaning “we” could not partake under this bill. If it gets traction we will try to
amend to include “us. REMEMBER, the biggest objection to our efforts was that
“we” allowed a clause to be put in saying we would never switch back).

As always, please let me know of anything you have questions on. I have heard
from a few already and thanks.

Steve anthony
scanthony@mindspring.com
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